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Abstract Using the grassroots movement Raqqa is Being Slaughtered Silently as a case study, this paper aims
to analyze the importance and role of the efforts of independent media outlets and investigative citizen-driven
journalists not only in revealing cruelty and atrocities committed by the terrorist organization ISIS in Syria but
also in shedding light on the battle of disinformation campaign and fake news that have taken central stage in the
Syrian Civil War. The conflict boosted media participation to an extent never seen before, bringing about
dangerous consequences as well as promising opportunities for journalism. By analyzing the media landscape and
government practices, this research puts forward journalistic-driven opportunities that a recently established
independent mediascape should observe to continue to develop under a gloomy reality in Syria.
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Ghosts over Raqqa and around Syria
City of Ghosts, a documentary by Matthew Heineman about a grassroots movement’s
attempt to uncover the tragedy in Raqqa, Syria, under ISIS—the so-called “Islamic State”—,
is more relevant for what it teaches the world about the role of investigative journalism in a
war than for its detailed portrait of cruelty inflicted by the terrorist organization.1 The story of
the grassroots movement Raqqa is Being Slaughtered Silently, or RBSS, begins with the
uprising in Syria in 2011, an event about which we know more from content made by citizen
journalists on the ground than from the traditional media outlets.2 The group’s focus shifted
from the rebels taking over their city, leaving a vacuum of power, to the need of uncovering
ISIS’s ascending.3
Yet their saga is a perfect example of what Syria needs in order to filter some meaning
from a battle of narratives that the uprising has brought about.4 RBSS manages to overcome
terrorist’s persecution and, at the same time, tells the world what’s really happening in the field
through videos and information made and shared on social media.5 City of Ghosts shows how
international media outlets not only replicates but also trust RBSS’s information. The group’s
crowning would take place in 2015. On the stage, a RBSS staff receives the International Press
Freedom Award by the Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ). The organization praised the
group as being one of the few reliable sources of information left in a convoluted Syria, where
fake content, propaganda, and misinformation was one of the collateral effects of the crisis.6
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That’s perhaps not the key message of the film, but it shows to the world why more
professional techniques, safety, and international assistance for journalists is key to
empowering the media. This is part of the recipe that allows for a strong and independent media
to properly work as an oversight institution in a country.
An authoritarian regime, Syria is far from having that level of accountability.7 But as
the uprising left many regions in Syria without governance, citizens engaged or not in the
protests felt the need of reporting the chaos, leaving an avenue for independent media outlets
to born.8 These groups’ goal was simple: offer a narrative not found in state-run media.9 Yet
that would come with a cost. Most of these new groups relied on citizens who became
journalists in the heat of the moment. Most of them had no previous experience in reporting,
nor did they have a true commitment to an objectivity that is crucial in journalism10.
Overall, the information conveyed was that matching the producer’s agenda and social
media became the prime platform for that.11 Soon after the uprising broke out, what was left
was an overwhelming amount of exaggerated information released as a means of accusing the
regime.12 Social media would get multifaceted when repressive actors from Assad’s regime,
Kurdish separatist groups, ISIS, and states’ propaganda joined this expanding cyberspace, each
one of them battling for their truth.
Finding accurate information in such environment became a challenge. That leaves the
local media the challenge of catching up with worldwide standards on journalism if the aim is
filtering meaning from the information war that has hovered over Syria since then. There aren’t
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many other ways for bringing about changes that improve citizens’ lives. As City of Ghosts
depicts, RBSS’ media approach is a rare example on Syria, the country about which few can
trust what it’s written and a dangerous field where few foreign journalists have been allowed
entrance during the conflict.13

One of the world’s most dangerous places for journalists
The scene is moving: from his laptop, an editor of RBSS watches his father speaking
to the camera—a dark wall behind him— in an attempt to persuade Syrian fathers to look after
their sons in order not to set against ISIS.14 The hidden message is clear: otherwise, there will
be killings. Then, in another video, RBSS’ editor watches while his father is shot to death by a
covered man in black, a fate the editor’s oldest brother would face later. Such scenes shown in
City of Ghosts shed light perhaps on the most known challenge for citizen journalists and media
professionals in Syria: that’s not a safe place to report from.
Because of a multifaceted environment in which repressive actors from Assad’s regime,
rebels against the government, and Kurdish separatist groups interact with each other in a war,
Syria has become one of the most dangerous places for journalists to work.15 At least 114
journalists were killed in Syria since the uprising broke out in 2011.16 In the same period, 70
citizen journalists had the same fate.17 Only in 2017, 8 professional journalists were murdered,
in addition to 4 citizen journalists murdered in Syria.18
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That’s an ultimate consequence for journalists in a place where arrests have already
been their common fate since Hafez al-Assad, the father, took power in 1971; a practice that
didn’t change when Bashar, the son, became the president in 2000.19 If freedom of expression
in the media was rare, its independence was a myth; most of Syrian’s traditional media outlets
are either controlled or owned by the government.20
Before the uprising broke out, research had already shown that the regime widened the
scope of its filtering practices and surveillance control over its internet.21 If a consequence of
that implied that internet users engaged in self-censorship and self-monitoring while surfing
on the web to avoid arrests,22 the cyberspace for freedom of expression and journalism was
evidently at stake. Filtering was applied to content related to political views, social aspects,
and security issues.23 Such practices were not only consistently implemented by the
government, they were not transparent.24 At that time, Syria had the least developed and most
regulated telecommunication’s market in the Middle East.25 The landscape before the crisis
was, then, already challenging for media professionals to work or obtain official accreditation
from the government.26
With the Arab Spring, some of these practices would become more frequent, and the
number of journalists arrested or killed would dramatically increase, as mentioned before. But
it would be a prosperous moment for Syria to watch a media revolution unfold and grow at the
same time in which the crisis fell over the country.27 It was a revolution that started from within
the nation, as the presence of foreign journalists became almost unpractical. Not only did
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organizations start struggling to send journalists to Syria—as Assad imposed a ban on their
accreditations between 2012 and 2013—it also become risky as long as journalists turned into
preferential targets of ISIS’s members, rebels, and the regime’s oppression.28
As journalism grew more difficult to make, the importance of new grassroots
movements, citizen journalists, and people sharing videos and information on social media in
great amounts made this group the main channel of communication between Syria and the
world.29 That reinvented the way journalism under situations of conflict is performed, bringing
about different consequences.

The media boom
Since the break out of the uprising in Syria, almost 200 different media outlets were
born.30 That gave the country some independence and political diversity. Unlike the traditional
media though—trapped under the authoritarian regulation of the regime, as we saw—the burst
of outlets counted on inexperienced professionals.31 Less objective and impartial, the coverage
was simple; it consisted of activists shooting videos of protests on the streets and later sharing
these on media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube.32 That wasn’t new though.
Such strategies were replicated in Syria; they first appeared in the uprisings that took
over Egypt’s and Tunisia’s streets.33 Like in these countries, activists in Syria created hashtags
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on social media calling for a regime change.34 Unlike Egypt and Tunisia, though, Assad’s
regime in Syria was less susceptible to Western influences; it counted on Iran and Russia, two
important allies of Syria who would both play a crucial role in keeping Assad in power through
military support and money.35
Their support to Assad started as soon as the crisis arose in 2011. But Russia deepened
its participation in the conflict by bombing areas where rebel groups supported and terrorists
were based in 2015.36 Putin has justified such intervention as a way of supporting local
institutions against terrorist organizations in the region—in other words, the Assad regime—
and that demonstration of power in the Middle East made Syria a proxy-conflict between the
United States and Russia.37 Russia accused the US of leaving the ground set for the rise of
organizations like ISIS.38 The US would stand behind until it realized ISIS was gaining power
from outside the region and had to join efforts with Russia to deal with Syria.39
Influence in the Middle East is also Iran’s concern. Iran doesn’t want Syria to become
hostile to Lebanese Shiite movements, and doesn’t like the competing geopolitical power in
the region with Saudi Arabia;40 as a rising regional power in debt with Syria for its support
during Iran’s war with Iraq, Iran joined Russia in an axis against those fighting Syrian’s
regime.41
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In the middle of such an overwhelming conflict, journalistic coverage became more
than a challenge. Months after the uprising had broken out, some of the few journalists allowed
in Syria, such as Anthony Shadid and Marie Colvin, of The New York Times and Times of
London, respectively, were killed in 2012 as a consequence of a bombing—claimed to be
launched by the regime—in the city of Homs.42
With journalists being refused in the country by Assad (a ban that would be in effect
between 2012 and 2013) and fewer media organizations letting reporters risk an entrance,43 the
international media faced a vacuum of foreign coverage on the ground.44 The social media
became a powerful tool from which sources of information would be gathered.45
But in these platforms there were not only footages and information coming from
professional journalists; soon activists, citizen journalists, rebels, the Assad regime, and later
ISIS would join the already overwhelming flux of information on social media, each one
propagating their own one-sided vision of the conflict.46 Rebels used the media to convince the
international community that the uprising against Assad was not violent.47 Then, the regime
used social media to boost the political divide in the region, claiming that rebels were, in fact,
Islamic extremists connected to Saudi Arabia and Qatar.48 Activists based in Lebanon, England
and Turkey helped to channel the flux of information to the world, while the regime would
respond with the creation of the Syrian Electronic Army — on one hand, dedicated to hacking
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opponent’s webpages, on the other boosting propaganda against the insurgents through the
internet — or claiming that their opponents were making nothing more than fake content.49 As
long as the media battle escalated, it became clear that much of that information coming from
Syria and being disseminated worldwide wasn’t trustworthy.
Yet the international media, like BBC Arabic and Al-Jazeera Arabic, started relying on
footage generated by users in Syria50 — but many others would follow the practice. At the
beginning, international media outlets failed to comply with their own verification principles
and guidelines when relying on content generated by users — by failing to inform their
audience whether a content was verified or not — and are still struggling toward content
verification and authentication produced by non-professional journalists on the ground.51
That’s concerning when we give a closer look at the way journalism has been made in
Syria. Content would be embellished; a video made by a rebel showing an apparently bombed
building came out to convince the international media that the government’s repression became
a reason to be concerned.52
If research with professional journalists has shown that Arab journalists — Syrian
included—are fairly patriotic when doing their reports, especially in scenarios of crisis or
wars,53 leaving their impartial role on being objective on the background, it seems too much to
expect from citizens who turn themselves into reporters suffering from atrocities on the streets
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or living under the influence of specific groups (rebel, pro-government, or Kurdish controlled
regions, thus being susceptible to a one-sided narrative of events) to meet the minimum
standards of professional journalism.

Political powers join media campaigns
In addition to a confusing narrative coming from within Syria, media on cyberspace
has soon become a powerful tool at the hands of states interested in Syria.54 Instead of spreading
content, social media was turned mainly by Russia into a war tool.55 The dissemination of fake
content, propaganda, and content that resembles journalism by Russia was frequent—for
instance, through its channels Sputnik News and RT—as part of its strategy to use the
cyberspace to counter-attack Western influence and NATO over the Middle East.56 As powerful
as military intervention but much cheaper, a piece of propaganda is difficult to correct later and
has the long term impact of bringing influence to the propagator.57
Russia, an adamant supporter of the Assad regime and whose military support has
helped it to remain in power,58 propagated that a foreign blogger (Eliot Higgins)59 found out
that an attack involving chemical weapons in Damascus, in August 2013, was the authorship
of anti-Assad movements, when Higgins’ analysis said quite the opposite: evidence suggested
that it was more likely that the regime launched the attack.60
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Like these, Russia got involved in several other similar incidents.61 In April, for
instance, sarin gas attack hit Khan Sheikhoun in Idlib, Syria. The regime denied participation,
but a further analysis came out giving evidence that the claim was likely to be false.62 The US
has released an unclassified document criticizing Russia and Syria in their use of fake
narratives to confuse the world.63 The international community has tried to investigate the
matter,64 but Russia—standing with the Syrian regime—vetoed further investigation of the
incident at the UN Security Council.65 An ongoing escalation of narratives in Syria is on top of
the relationship between the US and Russia.66
The West also worked to boost the Syrian media, especially in the years before the
uprising.67 This support was key to making citizen journalism cohesive and also to engaging
civil society. That international engagement happened both officially and unofficially—as the
Assad regime had control over foreign assistance—and operated throughout organizations such
as UNESCO, USAID, and Open Society Foundations, in addition to NGOs, such as the
International Center for Journalists, to give local partners support on media literacy. This
participation was key in laying the groundwork that resulted in both the uprising and
cyberspace media68 through which Syria’s war would become one of the most covered one
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through social media.69

Can journalism thrive in Syria?
If it’s true that many organizations have offered media literacy and different pieces of
training to journalists, its impact in building a strong media landscape was dissolved with
propaganda and fake content mainly disseminated by the regime and Russia to keep Assad in
power. Even though with a specific scope—the coverage of ISIS in Raqqa—RBSS did receive
training from Naji Jerf, a Syrian editor who taught journalistic skills to many citizen journalists
in Syria.70 That might have had a crucial impact on what RBSS has become. Either way, their
approach and methods show what works in a battle of information: trustworthiness.
There are many ways of doing that. Training on media literacy is key to empower the
media in places like Syria, but efforts shouldn’t be limited to that. As Syria remains a dangerous
place for journalists, as mentioned before, foreign supporters should consider technology
literacy for communication protection in their training modules, as well as the use of digital
tools to increase citizen journalists’, freelancers’, and journalists’ safety in Syria.
Tips on how to do that are seen in City of Ghosts: RBSS stores its data anywhere except
in their own laptops. They use codenames to refer to colleagues, decreasing their chances of
being tracked. Information checking is done through collaborative networks in the field, and
publication takes place only after such procedures.71 Simpler methods like those have already
proved more effective than no adoption at all. To citizen journalists in general, security
procedures could get better.
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However aimed at tackling enforced disappearances and detentions, an open source app
commissioned by the Human Rights Campaign at Amnesty International called Panic Button72
is an example of how simple technologies could be used to protect journalists. The Panic Button
was designed to turn cellphones into alarms when a person is under threat.73 Then, three preset contacts get regular SMS messages with the user’s location coordinates, while the user gets,
beforehand, security advice on how to operate phones in sensitive situations.74 Drawbacks and
flaws include unintended activation or poor network coverage. Yet, organizations with
knowledge in operating in Syria—to mention a few, the International Center for Journalists or
the Arab Reporters for Investigative Journalism—75 must consider such techniques for their
journalistic networks working on the ground in Syria. A training on its use to citizen journalists
in addition to media literacy seems to be a better way of preventing future increases in death
rates among media people than simply teaching editing and reporting skills.
The protection of communication between journalists and sources in Syria seems to be
crucial. Even in reputed media outlets, journalists don’t have enough knowledge of digital
methods that can be used to protect data and their communication with sources, a study with
15 journalists in the US and France has shown.76 The same study says that methods that impose
barriers in reaching out to sources reduce the likelihood of journalists using them, but it
concludes that more knowledge of management platforms, encryption, extra layers of
authentication in communication, and metadata protection is needed.
Training on data-driven journalism could help citizen journalists familiarize with
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Syria’s network and internet policies and thus make them able to investigate stories and issues
in these fields in Syria. Combined with investigative skills, at least a regional geopolitical
education could tackle states’ cyber-propaganda and fake content. Narrating and investigating
stories about the propagator of propaganda and fake content and how they do it is more
effective than trying to correct fake content.77 That’s simply because first impressions are
harder to overcome.78
Such ideas may sound too complicated in an already overwhelming landscape. But as
the traditional media and foreign supporters are grown more skilled in networking with citizen
journalists,79 it’s time not only to bring journalism back to its main goal — inform and
contribute to improving a society. Also, to efficiently respond to state’s geopolitical interests
that are exercised with the use of fake content. As an end, that misleads and obscures an already
gloomy reality in Syria.
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